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Dear Business Owner

Welcome to “Simple Ways to Increase Profit and Efficiency in Your Business” 

This book is packed full of helpful advice and ideas from experts in their respective fields on either how 
you can have a better more profitable business, reduce problem areas, or make the business more fun and 
enjoyable. 

These are practical strategies that can be used in almost any business and if applied will give you the much 
better results than you are currently getting in that area of your business.

As with any idea, application is the key to its success, so feel free to highlight any idea that makes the most 
sense to you and commit to trying it. It could be the difference between an average year or a great one.

Also you will find the contact details of each writer at the bottom of each article. They are happy for you to 
contact them directly if you would like to know more about their ideas or services. 

Enjoy this book with our compliments. 

To your success and profitability in business and in life.

Clint Ward
XClint Graphic Design

Welcome

FaceTime, text or call Clint today on 021 11 44 014  
or email clint@xclint.com now.

““The pessimist complains about the wind;  
the optimist expects it to change;  

the realist adjusts the sails 
William Arthur Ward
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How to ensure your business continues to 
grow and flourish, regardless of what life 
throws at you……
by Barbara-Lee Dickson - SHARE Insurance

A simple guide to Business Succession Planning

When a business loses its sole trader, a key employee, an owner or a business partner through an illness 
or accident, the consequences can be dramatic. Profits can fall, loans may have to be repaid at short 
notice or, at worst, the future viability of the business can come under threat.

It is essential for you as a business owner to know that, even if the worst should happen to a key 
stakeholder, you will have the financial means to stay on track.  A Business Succession Plan provides a 
unique way of helping protect business finances.

As a business owner, you are vulnerable in four areas:

1.  Business Debt

Money owed to banks, finance companies, the IRD, 
your landlord, staff, creditors, and suppliers.

2.  Day to Day Productivity

Maintaining and servicing contractual commitments, 
profit forecasts, employee levels, customer confidence, 
supplier confidence and market share.

3.  Ownership of Your Business

Ensuring that future control of the business stays with 
those in the business.

4.  Personal and Family

Ensuring that your family can maintain a good lifestyle 
now and in the future.

Remember:  Nothing can cripple, or even sink a business faster than the inability to 
pay loan instalments, tax bills, rent, salaries and suppliers.                                                                                                   

You have spent all your blood sweat and tears to build your business and in the 
process you are creating a legacy.  Now it’s time to realise that legacy to its fullest.  
Selling a business is easier, less stressful and potentially more profitable when you are 
selling on your own terms and timeline – not someone else’s.

Example:

When Sharon and Richard went into business together after both qualifying as Accountants more than 
15 years ago, they did not imagine their combined talents would build a $2 million business.  A year ago 
Richard, aged 45 at the time, arrived at work complaining of indigestion; three hours later he was dead.

Luckily we had put a succession plan in place that meant that Sharon had the funds available to purchase 
Richard’s share of the business giving her full control over the business and enabled her to hire a Senior 
Accountant to step into Richard’s shoes.

Sharon told me that without having this plan in place she would have ended up with a business partner 
that she did not know or she would have had to have sold the business in a fire sale and all the hard 
work her and Richard had invested in building the company would have disappeared overnight.   She 
was extremely grateful that she and Richard had invested the time to sit down and ensure the business 
had a succession plan in place, which was all tied up with a Buy Sell Agreement which defined when the 
funding would take place.  

Cash flow is king!
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Key Tips:  

 » Know the value of getting personalised advice from an Authorised Financial Adviser.  We 
all know that one size does not fit all – so don’t accept generic advice.  You are worth more 
than that.

 » Know the importance of having an adviser there regularly reviewing your plan to ensure it 
meets your ever changing needs.  

 » Know the importance of having someone there at claim time to manage your claim   - who 
wants to ring a faceless 0800 number at that time?

Barbara-Lee Dickson is an Authorised Financial Adviser, specialising in Insurance

I specialise in personal risk insurance for business owners who all have their own unique needs and 
requirements.  My role is to ensure that you are not exposed to any unnecessary risk while at the 
same time making sure you don’t pay more than you need for insurance.    

Ring me today for a free personal risk assessment for you and your business

email - barbaralee.dickson@sharenz.com

phone - (03) 310 2569

mobile - 027 431 8895 or 0800 NZ SHARE

web - www.sharenz.com

A disclosure statement for Barbara-Lee is available upon request and free of charge

How to ensure your business continues to 
grow and flourish, regardless of what life 
throws at you……
by Barbara-Lee Dickson - SHARE Insurance

OFFER
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Pictures tell a thousand words, but how do 
you ensure they tell the right story?
by Chris Daniels - Chris Daniels Photography

Your business might offer the best products or the best service, but 
if your advertising displays outdated and/or bad quality photos, your 
potential customers will judge you accordingly. Sadly, you miss the sale, 
and you don’t even know why.

It’s raining photographers!  With the onslaught of digital photography (a 
very welcome technological leap that I embrace), good and user-friendly 
equipment is commonplace. Everyone owns a Digital SLR, and everyone 
is now impressed with what they can do photographically. Just like too 
many people think they can sing (and you KNOW whom I mean on 
any given Karaoke night), now too many people think they’re brilliant 
photographers.

Many believe with the clever technology of digital cameras today you simply point and shoot; however, 
this is simply not the case. You can have the best camera in the world but if you only use it on auto you 
might as well get a point-and-shoot camera.

It takes several years and a lot of experience to become a photographer; it’s more than just gear and 
equipment or buying a photography franchise. 

So if you are looking for a photographer, how do you recognise a good one?

First of all, size up the person’s experience. Experience counts; there’s no way around it. No matter how 
sophisticated cameras or computers are, they’re still just dumb machines. The human mind, equipped 
with a wealth of experience, can make better photos with the right techniques. You can get your 
base experience either throughout a lifetime as a self-taught photographic enthusiast, or in a formal 
program (culminating in a degree in photography). If you’re considering someone young, be careful, 
as experience counts. A degree in photography is a pretty good stamp of approval signifying that 
someone has basic competence in the field. 

Secondly, good photographers are usually 
organised in photographers associations. In New 
Zealand we have NZIPP and AIPA. They both have 
very high standards, a code of conduct and they 
will not accept members who are not up to an 
acceptable professional level.

Thirdly, look for a photographer that specialises 
in your particular area. If you want to sell a 
house – look for an architectural photographer.  
If you’re selling products – look for a product 
photographer. If you’re selling fashion wear – look 
for a fashion photographer and so on.

Chris Daniels Photography

Chris Daniels Photography
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What’s the difference?

The difference is in the images 
and the light. Professional images 
are bright and sparky with a soft 
natural looking light and have no 
harsh shadows from a camera flash. 
Professional images will appeal to you 
and your customers and show your 
products and services at its best no 
matter what it is. By using amateur 
photos you can actually damage your 
sales effort which has been proven 
so many times in for instance the 
real estate business.  Professional 
Photography Sells!

Chris Daniels is an experienced photographer specialising in Architectural 
Photography as well as in product-/location advertising photography. Chris 
is a member of The Advertising & Illustrative Photographers Association 
(AIPA) and shoots for leading real estate agents and businesses all over 
the South island. Contact Chris to discuss you photography needs today. 
www.chrisdaniels.co.nz 

Pictures tell a thousand words, but how do 
you ensure they tell the right story?
by Chris Daniels - Chris Daniels Photography

Chris Daniels Photography
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A stitch in time saves nine - Termination of 
Employment from a business perspective
by Craig Knowles - Helmore Bowron & Scott

We often deal with stressed employers who have unwittingly made 
mistakes when terminating an employment relationship. Once a mistake has 
been made it is much more difficult to defend an action which might have 
otherwise been justified.  These mistakes can result in compensation for 
an employee and increased legal costs, not to mention the time and stress 
involved if the matter is litigated. 

Some extra knowledge can help an employer to avoid some common 
mistakes. Here are some important tips you need to know.

Three tips for consideration when dealing with employees

1. 90 Day Trial Periods

  A 90 day trial period is not a “get out of jail free” card.  During the 90 day trial period, the 
employee must be treated fairly with no discrimination or harassment or anything else that may 
give rise to a personal grievance claim.  Good faith remains the cornerstone of the relationship.

 If a 90 day trial period is agreed:

 (i) It must be in writing; and

 (ii)  It must be agreed in advance and only applies to new employees – once an employee begins 
their first shift, they are no longer a “new” employee.

  During the 90 day trial period employment can be terminated if the employee is unsuitable.  It is 
best to ensure that any notice period during the first 90 days is short (a week perhaps) so if the 
employee is unsuitable the employment ends before the 90 days expires.

2. Fixed Term Agreements

 There must be a genuine reason for a fixed term agreement. These include:

	 •	 Maternity	cover

	 •	 Where	funding	is	uncertain	from	year	to	year

	 •	 There	is	a	new	division	and	the	success	of	the	new	division	or	its	profitability	is	uncertain

	 •	 Specific	projects

	 •	 Seasonal	work.

  The employer should include these reasons in the contract and must notify the employee of how 
and when the employment will end.  Having a succession of fixed term agreements is not advisable 
as it is likely to mean that, in reality, the employee is a permanent staff member.
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3. Termination of Employment

  Process is paramount.  Unfortunately, the definition of “fair process” 
is not defined in any legislation.  Wrongful termination is likely to 
cost an employer 3 months’ wages plus holiday pay together with 
compensation for distress and humiliation and legal costs.  A relatively 
modest case can quickly balloon to more than $10,000.  If an 
employee is particularly badly treated, it may be substantially more.

  Employers who have good reasons to terminate a contract (i.e. 
redundancy or misconduct) but get the process wrong, can incur the 
wrath of employment law.  Please heed the following steps:

 (i)  Provide the employee with all information you have in your 
possession regarding the possible termination of employment.

 (ii)  Go through a consultation process in which you will consider the employee’s views and their 
version of events before you make a decision.  Any decision you make must be fair and 
reasonable and you must maintain your duty of good faith throughout.  This can often be 
difficult if you believe you are dealing with matters of dishonesty.

 (iii) Consider taking legal advice.  Legal costs now could save you a significant amount later.

 (iv) Commit every step to writing.

Employment law is designed to deal fairly between the employee and employer, but pitfalls can trip up 
an unprepared employer and be devastating to a business.  An employer/employee relationship often 
has an emotional component and a lawyer can give an objective opinion as to termination issues.

Seeking advice could save your business money, time and worry.

Craig Knowles is partner of Helmore Bowron & 
Scott, Lawyers, Rangiora. Craig can be contacted 
by email craig@helmores-law.co.nz or phone  
03 311 8008

A stitch in time saves nine - Termination of 
Employment from a business perspective
by Craig Knowles - Helmore Bowron & Scott
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How a great logo can help bring  
success to your business...
by Clint Ward - XClint Graphic Design

Is your image stopping you from getting the business?

A retail shop window is often the only information a potential customer has to decide if the shop is worth 
visiting. If looking inviting and appealing, then the customer will go further, however if the window looks 
dull, boring or just not relevant then the customer just keeps on walking. Your logo and images are your 
shop window to the world and will affect the decision of your customers to look further or move on.

A great logo should always…

•	 Be appropriate and aesthetically pleasing – a reflection of your company’s credibility.

•	 Be original, unique, distinctive, clean and simple (less is really more) – nothing can compete with an 
original logo.

•	 Reveal your company core message – build trust through a professional business look.

•	 Illustrate your key benefit with strong typography (font) – targeting your market.

•	 Be easy to remember, have a concept, a message, a reason or a strong name that is recognisable – 
giving you a marketing face to your business which continues to market your business when you are 
not there.

•	 The creativity in designing a logo is not focusing on the subliminal—or the art—it’s in making an 
impact. 

•	 Be provided in versitile industry-standard formats for future use in print, web, signs and in-house use 
– saves you money in the future.

Why you need a graphic designer…

First of all you need to find an experienced designer that specialises in logo and brand designing. Too 
often I see graphic designers who are a jack of all trades... a professional logo designer can do wonders 
with a little information about who you are, your message and who your audience is, to gain you 
more business through your branding. Your logo is the main weapon in your arsenal and creates the 
first impression, of not just who your company is, but how trustworthy it is – and in turn, how much a 
consumer will open up. Branding is your image, if you use creative innovation, you can really connect to 
your market. 

Use your new logo as your main weapon in your arsenal, it sets the tone of everything!

Case Study 1

Targeted at high-end innovative chef’s.
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Case Study 2

Targeted at potential business owners.

First impressions count – is yours up to the mark?

Book in today for a free 60-minute graphic design consultation around your 
current company logo, brand image and supporting material over a coffee. 

We will discuss how to get your “creative business advantage” and may include

•	 An assessment of your current logo and brand image.

•	 See how your brand image stacks up compared to others in the market.

•	 Look at your current marketing material branding: web, print and signage.

•	 Recommendations on how to make your company look like a winner, online and offline.

•	 In general, discuss creative ideas and means on how to get you more business through various 
promotional graphics and activities.

FaceTime, text or call Clint today on 021 11 44 014  
or email clint@xclint.com now.

How a great logo can help bring  
success to your business...
by Clint Ward - XClint Graphic Design

OFFER

Before After
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Two easy ways to make more profit  
in your business quickly
by Daniel Fitzpatrick - Business Solutions   

In every business I come across there are always some quick 
simple ways to increase profits without too much extra effort. 
I like to call this the low hanging fruit because just like a fruit 
tree laden with fruit, you can pick from the lower branches with 
little effort. However to reach the higher branches you may 
need to climb or use a ladder, which requires a bit more work. 
So it makes sense to take the easy fruit first. 

There are so many ways to increase profits but to start with, 
here are two quick and easy ways:

1) Increasing Your Prices

Every year costs increase which erodes your all-important margins. Often business owners are worried 
about putting prices up as they are concerned about losing customers. However the reality is that in 
most cases when prices are gently increased very few customers, if any, even notice.

But let’s say you increased your prices and a small amount of your customers left - let’s look at the numbers 
to see if you would be better off or not. 

Say you had a Gross Profit Margin of 20% and decide to increase your prices by just 10%. You would 
have to lose 1/3 of your current sales before your profit fell back to what it was originally before the price 
increase. Would you lose 1/3 of your sales from a 10% price increase? Probably not.

A cafe business owner I have been working with has increased prices by 5-10% three times over the past 
18 months, and their sales and profits just keep on increasing. 

Action Point: Increase your prices by between 5-10% next month. 

2) Ask your existing customers to buy something extra (Up-selling)

Depending on what business you are in, there are many ways you can do this. For example if you are a 
men’s clothing store and your customer is about to buy a suit from your store, a smart salesperson, just as 
the customer is about to pay, might suggest that because they have just purchased a suit if they buy now 
they qualify for 35% discount off the price of your best ties. Just by having something extra to offer (not 
necessarily at a discount), your staff can increase your sales with very little effort. 
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McDonalds have added millions of dollars in sales every year by asking 
“Would you like fries with that?”. Other classic upsells include - a 
case with your new iPhone, waterproofing spray with new boots, 
batteries when purchasing a toy, insurance for plane tickets, extended 
warranties, a chocolate bar by the checkout. Having already made the 
decision to buy, the customer is already in “buying mode” and if they 
are offered a little something extra, they are very likely to go for it.

Action Point: Pick one lower value related product each month that all staff  
can offer as an upsell or add on when the sale is made. 

There are tons of low cost ways to increase profits; try these to get you started.

Business Solutions helps small and medium size business owners make more profits in their business 
while reducing the stress and problems with practical and easy to apply strategies any business can use. 

Daniel’s professional background is as a profit specialist, business coach and consultant. He has shown 
many, many business owners how to make substantially more profits while at the same time being able 
to enjoy life. 

Daniel is very results focused and brings practical and easy to implement strategies that can be used 
immediately in the business to get the results they are looking for.

Mention the title of this booklet and receive a free 60 minute consultation with 
Daniel where you will learn:

•	 	The	5	best	ways	to	increase	profits	in	your	business	by	at	least	62%	this	year

•	 Ways	to	get	more	of	your	best	kind	of	customers

•	 Identifying	where	your	time	as	a	business	owner	is	best	spent

•	 	Locating	the	biggest	blocks	in	your	business	stopping	you	from	making	
substantial profits.

Contact Daniel by email on Daniel@MoreProfit.co.nz 
or phone 03 313 3230

Business Solutions - More Profit, Less Problems.  
www.moreprofit.co.nz

Two easy ways to make more profit 
in your business quickly
by Daniel Fitzpatrick - Business Solutions   

OFFER
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Things you should know before  
printing anything
by Lisa Wilson - ‘Create’ 

Have you ever been disappointed with the quality of your 
printing or just not sure if you got the best deal? Most likely 
it will be due to one the following four factors, so before 
your next print run take a look at these to make sure you 
get the best job and don’t pay more than you should.

1) Layout and photos

Get your printer to look over the layout right from the 
start as your image is everything and layout can make the 
difference between your printing looking great or just 
average. Also with photos if the light and brightness is not 
correct this will darken on certain papers and will make 
your pictures look dull and discoloured. The good news is 
there are plenty of tricks good printers can use to make 
them look amazing, but in most cases you will need to ask.

2) Paper Thickness

Paper thickness is expressed in terms of grams per square meter (gsm). As a guideline if you are using 
colour, the best effect is achieved by using 150gsm or more – this also avoids seeing the print on the 
other side of the paper. By comparison if you were just printing black and white text, 80gsm would in 
most cases be fine. There are many different gsm’s available and this will affect your pricing and quality. 
Heavier thicknesses also have a different feel about them and can look much more classy, so ask for a 
sample before choosing.

3) What kind of finish is best

Gloss or matt are the most common and this will affect your end result. Gloss is often used when 
you have colour pictures and you want to see the intense colours, like for a magazine or art print. By 
comparison matt is easier to read if there is a lot of text, for example annual reports with plenty of 
numbers and detail. Get a sample of each to decide which finish is best for you.

4) Size of your print run

In days gone by, large print runs were common and printers would encourage large quantities as there 
were considerable savings in time and set up costs. Keep in mind that in a lot of cases information 
becomes out of date quickly meaning that often a significant amount of your printed stock may not be 
used, so as a general rule, don’t get more than you need. Often we recommend smaller print runs - we 
specialise in being very efficient and cost effective with these and in the long term this can be a real 
saving for our customers.
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There are of course a huge amount of other options to 
consider for your print projects including shaped products, 
folding and varnishing.  Another quick note - be careful 
with matching colours to your original - this is particularly 
important when looking at computer screen versions which 
have different colour settings and calibrations. Check colour 
chart to be sure.

Above all make sure that you deal with a printer that 
understands what you want to achieve and will guide you 
in making the best decisions both from a quality and cost 
perspective. 

Create are a specialist printing and design company who are also part of the Printing.com, Rangiora.  
Our clients range from the small business through to corporate.  We can help with anything from 
business cards, logo’s, stationery, invoice books, rack cards, booklets, calendars, leaflets, folded 
brochures, posters, banners, folders, CD/DVD labels, vouchers, menus, posters, stickers... and much 
more. We are quality focussed and ensure that our customers are given the best print solution that suits 
their individual needs.

$50 office shout with your first order over $200

Call us for a free quote on your next print run.  If you decide to give us the job 
we will throw in a $50 morning tea shout to say thank you.

Contact Lisa at ‘Create’ by email lisa.wilson@printing.com or phone 03 313 7774

www.printing.com/nz/studio/rangiora-blackettst

Things you should know before  
printing anything
by Lisa Wilson - ‘Create’ 

OFFER
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Are your clients treating you  
like a bank?
by Paula Conti - EC Credit Control

Whenever you work for a client before you get paid you are 
extending credit to that client or in simple terms you are giving 
them money.  Quite often it will cost you up front for materials 
etc that you will need to buy to do the job for the client, so 
basically if you do not get paid at the end of the job then you 
have effectively given your money away.  Would you give money 
to someone you have never met before?  Most people do 
business on trust, but who can you really trust these days?   A 
common sentence I hear is “I have had the same clients for 20 

years” my response to this is just because your clients could pay you 20 years ago doesn’t necessarily 
mean they can pay you now, people’s circumstances change and you are not always going to be aware 
of your clients financial situation.

So to protect yourself, your business and most importantly your income you should have the correct 
Terms of Trade in place.  I also hear that most people put Terms of Trade on their invoices, but as I point 
out, it’s too late at invoice stage because you have already given them the money.  Terms of Trade should 
be presented and preferably signed at quote stage before you do any work or order any materials for your 
client.  Terms of Trade are like the foundation of your business, you start with the foundations and work 
your way upwards.  Having clear Terms of Trade will ensure the smooth running of your business.  Start 
your business off the right way with a comprehensive credit management package.

Do you want to make sure your money is in your account?

Do you want to have a clear legal relationship with your customer?

Do you want to be able to collect debts in a simple straightforward and effective manner?

A credit management package establishes a clear legal relationship with your customers right from the 
beginning. Because every business is different, your Terms of Trade should be tailored to you and even 
have your company logo on them.

Having correct terms and conditions in place will:

•	 Protect against the loss of profit

•	 Provide indemnity from potential liabilities

•	 Enable charges to be imposed for late payment

•	 Provide the advantage of reservation of title until goods are paid for (available in most 
circumstances where goods are sold)

•	 Improve cash flow and reduce the cost of monitoring payments

•	 Make resolving disputes and unpaid accounts easier.
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At EC Credit Control Ltd we have a dedicated legal team who 
specialise in Terms of Trade so they know them inside out and 
know exactly what your business needs.  We offer a range of 
documentation that can be personalised for your business.

•	 Our Terms of Trade carry a lifetime guarantee so you can rest 
assured that if any clauses change we let you know.

•	 You can pay a one off fee (there are no monthly or on-going fees),  
or a payment plan can be established.

EC Credit Control Ltd specialise in debt collection of outstanding debtors and also helping business 
with creating their terms of trade to reduce risk of further bad debtors.

 

If you want to know how tailored Terms of Trade can help your business become 
a “Best Practice Business”  or you have debts that you would like to confidentially 
discuss with us then please feel free to call Paula Conti (North Canterbury, Nelson, 
Blenheim, Marlborough, Picton and the West Coast) on 0275 11 88 14 or Steve Conti 
(South Canterbury) on  0275 11 88 24.

Are your clients treating you  
like a bank?
by Paula Conti - EC Credit Control
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New innovative option for  
financing cash flow 
by René Artz - Heartland Bank

Imagine what your company would look like if 80% of sales were cash 
on delivery!

One of the biggest challenges for small-to-medium sized businesses, 
is how to access the cash needed to fund their day-to-day activities. 
It’s seen as a distraction, diverting attention away from the real job 
of growing turnover, increasing margins, ensuring the business is 
operationally efficient and that customer and supplier relationships 
receive the time they deserve.  In reality, the right finance actually sits at 
the heart of all business and getting it right will help, not hinder.

All too often business owners have relied on securing company debt requirements against personal 
assets through some of the more traditional business finance products such as overdrafts, trade finance 
and full service factoring. All come with drawbacks including, but not limited to, fixed limits, tight 
restrictions on use, and disclosure to customers of the factoring company.

Today, new dynamic finance products such as Heartland Bank’s Invoice Finance offer a flexible alternative.

How does Heartland Bank’s Invoice Finance differ from the more ‘traditional’ 
finance products?

Heartland Bank’s Invoice Finance is completely confidential, with debtors and creditors not knowing we 
are involved.   Here’s how it works in six easy steps:

Step 1  You deliver the goods or services and invoice your customers as normal.

Step 2  You send us details of your invoices and credit notes electronically.

Step 3    You check your available funds on a secure internet site and transfer what you need (up to 
80% now and the rest when your customers pay).

Step 4   We deposit the funds you’ve requested overnight into your Heartland account or 
nominated bank account and you make your payments as usual, for example suppliers, 
wages and rent.

Step 5  You send out statements and collect your debts as usual.

Step 6    When your customers pay, the deposits go straight into your Heartland Invoice Finance 
trust account (in your name).  We can email you a statement each day so you can update 
your records.
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With Heartland Bank’s Invoice Finance, the focus is on the quality of 
the debtors’ ledger and the amount lent is determined by its value. This 
flexibility gives a business access to cash flow immediately, avoids the need 
to initiate the often cumbersome process of seeking changes to overdraft 
facilities, ultimately allowing for more rapid business growth.

If your Cash-flow prospers, so do you!

When looking at different cash flow options, there is a lot for businesses to consider, but the main points 
should include:

•	 Looking	at	finance	requirements	on	a	long-term	time	basis	versus	a	short-term	fix.		

•	 	Consider	lenders	(like	Heartland	Bank)	who	offer	a	full	range	of	solutions	including	overdrafts,	
invoice discounting and fixed asset funding - it will extend your options and give you more 
flexibility.

•	 	Only	consider	reputable	lenders	(like	Heartland	Bank)	who	really	understand	your	business	and	
want to help you achieve your goals.

•	 	Make	sure	a	Relationship	Manager	is	experienced	and	understands	all	aspects	of	business	funding	
rather than focusing on lending on your residential property.

If you would like further information with regard to Heartland Bank’s Invoice Finance 
facility please contact Relationship Manager, René Artz  on  03 307 9355,  
email  rene.artz@heartland.co.nz; or call Heartland Bank on 0800 432 781.

New innovative option for  
financing cash flow 
by René Artz - Heartland Bank
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Website experts Zeald increase  
Molecheck enquiries by 142%
by Sarah Gleeson - Zeald

Having a website that is not producing the desired results can be very frustrating for any business owner. 
A website is a sales and marketing tool that exists to serve a purpose. For most of the thousands of New 
Zealand businesses that we have interacted with, this purpose is to generate a result: more sales, more 
leads; more money.

A website is a business in its own right, and just like any business, unless it is carefully researched, 
planned and then implemented the website will fail. Molecheck came to us with a problem, and through 
our Website Optimisation Program, we were able to find a solution and increase their amount of online 
enquiries by 142%. 

The Problem
Molecheck is by far the best solution on the market for mole and melanoma examinations; their 
techniques have been internationally recommended. Their website was already producing a steady 
stream of enquiries, but in a competitive market, Molecheck wanted to outshine the competition, which 
was much more aggressive in their marketing. Molecheck wanted to know how they could better explain 
what made them a market leader, and in turn, convert more website visitors into Molecheck bookings. 

The Solution
Using Zeald’s Website Optimisation 
Program, Molecheck was not only 
able to identify areas in their website 
that were reducing conversions, but 
their complete redesign and content 
overhaul addressed all of these 
weaknesses.

The Strategy

To help Molecheck increase their 
conversion rate we completed a 
rigorous discovery stage which 
included: interviews, research, 
heat mapping, and analytics. This 
allowed us to make educated 
recommendations that were likely 
to increase Molecheck’s customer 
success rate.

From the research conducted, we 
found that women were the clients 
who booked the appointments for 
both themselves, and their families. 

Before After

http://www.zeald.com/Our+Work/Case+Studies/Molecheck.html
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On the website front, the heat map demonstrated that customers were engaging with images of moles 
and freckles. Visitors also tended to stay away from large content blocks, which they deemed too much 
effort to read. Booking an appointment was ambiguous, done via a standard enquiry form. From this, 
we put a conversion plan together which formed the basis of our copywriting, wireframe and design 
preferences.

The Results

Before taking up the Website 
Optimisation Program, 
Molecheck’s enquiry rate was 
not reaching its potential. After 
we had worked our magic, it 
had more than doubled! From 
1.9% (1 May 2012- 21 July 
2012) to 4.6% (1 May 2013 - 
21 July 2013), that’s an increase 
of 141.97%! It is safe to say, 
Molecheck was very happy with 
this amazing result.

Zeald is New Zealand’s leading Website Design Company. If you would like to see what we could do 
for you, call your local Christchurch Consultant for a free Website Consultation on 0508 932 748 or 
www.zeald.com/business_solutions. With over a decade of experience, let us make your website your 
best salesperson. 

Website experts Zeald increase  
Molecheck enquiries by 142%
by Sarah Gleeson - Zeald

Craig Woolhouse Dan Cooper James Gallagher Rebecca Skene

http://www.zeald.com/Our+Work/Case+Studies/Molecheck.html
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How to avoid the pitfalls with Mission 
Critical Business Equipment decisions
by Steve Batey - Eftpos Canterbury

Consider the story of a business owner setting up a new business, 
his (or her) first ever business. If he sells anything of any kind, he 
is going to need an Eftpos Terminal and some form of Point of 
Sale system. The difficult situation this person has is that he has no 
experience to base his decision on in selecting the right systems to 
run his business. 

Will he search Google, will he talk with his friends to see what 
systems they use - and then the pitfall - WILL THIS BE GOOD 
ADVICE OR NOT? The Google search normally offers a heap of 
opinions, but these are often by people who are not neutral, they 
normally sell what they are offering an opinion on, so of course 
their opinion is tainted.

So, back to our man setting up his new business.  What are the traps and pitfalls that he faces. The 
biggest one is that he does not know what he does not know.  He does not even know what he needs 
and doesn’t know why he needs it, he will need to research well and seek “qualified help”. 

What does he need to consider?

The biggest issue we see with new business owners choosing POS solutions is not looking out far 
enough into their businesses future.  One of my biggest suggestions to new business owners is to look 
at how big their new business will be in say a 3 to 5 year time frame. The new business owner should 
look at selecting a solution that will last them 3 years, the cost of selecting too basic a system and having 
to dump it and start over again is very costly, not just the systems software and hardware, but the many 
hours to implement, train and learn a new system all over again.   

KEY POINTS ARE… 

1. Choose software first, hardware second.   

2.  Buy all from one source so you have only one company to call (if you purchase from differing 
companies, then a blame game can begin).  

3.   Look for Industry Specific or specialised features (have your own Checklist that needs ticking off).  

4.  Get known brand names and higher warranty periods (it’s worth it).   

5.  Make sure all the “Miscellaneous Items” are included (and the bill doesn’t grow).   

6.  What Support is offered? – This is a major - are they local, will they turn up?  

7.   When buying Software, you aren’t just buying software, you are buying into dealing with the supplier of 
that software for a long time.  Have they a good reputation, do they back up and support what they sell?  

8.   POS is a major make or break decision; make sure you yourself have very clear understanding of ALL 
of your requirements.  

9.   LAST POINT - And this comes back to the start of the article - Ask the right People. Don’t ask your 
local PC expert, they normally don’t understand the intricacies of POS solutions. Talk with POS experts 
for POS products and do your due diligence.  All the best for your POS decisions.
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Eftpos Canterbury & Retail Solutions

Since 1933, the team at Eftpos Canterbury & Retail Solutions have 
been supplying Eftpos, Cash Registers & Point of Sale systems & 
CCTV solutions. We have a team of 8 dedicated POS professionals 
who service and support a wide range of solutions for various 
industries. We are Paymark Accredited Eftpos Dealers selling & 
supporting well known POS brands.  

Mention the Title of the Booklet and receive 20% OFF your next order of Eftpos 
or POS Paper Rolls. 

Steve Batey

Eftpos Canterbury & Retail Solutions

Phone 0800 72 73 74

Showroom & Office – 306 Lincoln Road – Christchurch

sales@eftposcanterbury.co.nz

www.eftposcanterbury.co.nz

How to avoid the pitfalls with Mission 
Critical Business Equipment decisions
by Steve Batey - Eftpos Canterbury

OFFER
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Accounting gems you need to know  
to keep out of trouble 
by Steve Kelliher - Prosser Quirke

Often businesses get into trouble by not looking ahead and planning for the inevitable. Here are a few 
gems that every business should be aware of.

1) Keeping the Wolf from the Door

The first few years in a new business can be the most delicate 
and you really don’t want any unwanted surprises when your 
initial tax bill arrives.  There have been constant murmurs 
recently about what to do if you’re facing tax debt but what 
about making some plans to minimize this impact?  

It’s that age old solution: planning.  By planning ahead and 
ensuring you have a surplus set aside for tax payments, you’ll 
prevent any over the top or unexpected bills.  The key is to 
start putting money aside from the beginning.  And the trick?  

Once it’s there, don’t touch it.  This is an essential point for new businesses because in the first year of 
operation, the IRD do not charge tax.  However, these first year taxes will be lumped in with the second 
year tax charges and this is often where businesses get into trouble and wind up facing tax debt.

Other issues to consider:

-  Always ensure you keep hold of your receipts and ensure your records are as accurate as 
possible

- Understand your tax obligations and budget for them

- Keep money aside from a capital gain when selling an asset such as property or shares

- If you are collecting GST, always keep it in a separate account

- Update your financial records regularly (at least once a month)

We are able to help you forecast for potential cashflow and assess what you may expect in your 
first few years of business.  Avoiding tax debt should be on the radar for all businesses, new and 
established.  Call us today to help with this.

2)  Succession Planning Is a Major Concern to Many Small & Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs)

Another major challenge for SMEs is the issue of Succession Management for their businesses.  

There are a number of issues to be considered including family objectives, business objectives, conflict 
between personal values and commercial decisions, a need to professionalise business management 
to ensure ongoing prosperity, funding growth, funding the retirement of the founder, management 
succession and future ownership of the business.  

We can help and guide you in the development of appropriate Succession Planning Strategies for your 
Family Business.
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3) Children’s Wages

It can be very beneficial to have your children start working for the family business from a young age, 
and if paid weekly, they can receive up to $45 per week tax free if not paid via the PAYE scheme. This 
amounts to $2,340 per year per child and must be for actual work performed. 

Prosser Quirke has been located in Rangiora since 1926, and we are not your usual accounting firm, 
we are fun loving, friendly and accessible, and as accounting specialists our business is helping you 
make your business successful.

Our goal is to partner with you and be relied upon as a 
contributing factor to your success. We are highly educated and 
well-trained accountants and business consultants, working in 
tandem as part of our client’s management team. Using state of 
the art technology, we fuse strategy with results in an effort to 
help you grow. 

Whatever stage your business is at, your Prosser Quirke advisor 
is there to counsel and help you through the transitions, big and 
small. We ask the right questions because we have been helping 
our clients with the challenge of change for many years.

Contact Steve Kelliher (Director of Prosser Quirke Limited) by email on  
steve@prosser-quirke.co.nz  or phone 03 313 7824

Prosser Quirke Limited www.prosser-quirke.co.nz

Accounting gems you need to know  
to keep out of trouble 
by Steve Kelliher - Prosser Quirke
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“

“Progress always involves risks. You can’t steal 
second base and keep your foot on first. 

Frederick B Wilcox “

“Success is the sum of small efforts  
– repeated day in and day out. 

Robert Collier “
“Business opportunities are like buses,  

there’s always another one coming.
Richard Branson

““Sometimes when you innovate, you make 
mistakes. It is best to admit them quickly and get 

on with improving your other innovations. 
Steve Jobs

““The competitor to be feared is one who never 
bothers about you at all, but goes on making his 

own business better all the time.
Henry Ford
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Legal Notices 

While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, neither the author nor the Publisher assumes any 
responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation of the subject matter. 

This publication is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. The Publisher wants to stress that the information 
contained herein may be subject to varying state and/or local laws or regulations. All users are advised to retain competent counsel to 
determine what state and/or local laws or regulations may apply to the user’s particular business. 

The purchaser or reader of this publication assumes responsibility for the use of these materials and information. Adherence to all 
applicable laws and regulations, both federal and state and local, governing professional licensing, business practices, advertising and all 
other aspects of doing business in New Zealand or any other jurisdiction is the sole responsibility of the purchaser or reader. The author 
and Publisher assume no responsibility or liability whatsoever on the behalf of any purchaser or reader of these materials. 

Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations is unintentional.
Information provided is also of a general nature and not necessarily specific to an individual situation. So we always recommend that you 
contact the contributor to discuss your particular circumstance.
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